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The objective of this brief guide is to ‘standardize’ the process of proposing and 
organizing MED Conferences. This initiative started several years ago. However, it was 
not actively pursued and information regarding MED conference organization, budgetary 
information, etc., was primarily ‘transmitted’ via e-mail correspondence in response to 
specific questions, involving organizing committee members of upcoming and past MED 
conferences and members of the MCA Board.  
 
Although this approach has always been informal and it will continue to be so, it is best if 
we attempt to ‘standardize’ the process and provide information and available resources 
to MED conference organizers. This will also help MCA in obtaining IEEE support, as 
the application process for support from IEEE Societies has also become stricter).  
 
Acknowledgement: We acknowledge Stjepan Bogdan’s contribution and input to the 
first/initial version of this document. 
 
 
Available Resources  
 
The following is a list of resources to MED conference organizers. 
 

1. http://med-control.org  - This is the MCA official website. Information includes 
names of organizing committee members of previous conferences.  
 

2. http://www.ieee.org/conferences_events/conferences/organizers/index.html - This 
site provides IEEE Conference organization information that may be of interest. 
 

3. http://www.ifac-control.org/events/organizers-guide - This site provides IFAC 
Conference organization resources. 
 

4. When proposing dates for a MED conference, it is important to avoid overlap 
with two other major systems and control conferences usually scheduled within 
the same time frame. These conferences are: 

a. http://www.euca-control.org/ecc.html - European Control Conference, 
European Control Association.  



b. http://a2c2.org/conferences/american-control-conferences - American 
Control Conference (ACC), American Automatic Control Council.  

 
All IEEE CSS (co-) sponsored conferences may be found at 
http://ieeecss.org/conferences 

 
 
Role of Organizing Committee Members 
 
The General Chair (GC) is responsible to the MCA Board regarding all aspects of the 
MED conference. S/he is responsible to submit a conference proposal two years in 
advance of the tentative year, accompanied with a tentative (realistic) budget (see, for 
example, the MED 2016 initial budget). The GC is responsible for the overall 
organization and coordination of all activities necessary to plan and administer the 
conference, including compliance with procedures asked by IEEE (technical) co-
sponsoring Societies (CSS and RAS). The GC, in coordination with the MCA, appoints 
all other organizing committee chairs. The GC is responsible for all financial activities of 
the conference. As such, the GC negotiates and signs the contract with the 
hotel/conference center. Decisions should be made whether to include banquet, reception 
and coffee breaks in the same contract; otherwise, separate contracts should be negotiated 
and signed. The GC is responsible for co-sponsorship contracts and exhibitors contracts. 
S/he should advertise the conference and locate potential co-sponsors/exhibitors, 
especially from industry. The GC should be able to use the Papercept web application. 
 
The GC submits to the MCA a preliminary proposal for a MED conference addressing 
the issues below; this is essential for the MCA Board to be able to make an informed and 
justified decision. Upon favorable feedback, a final proposal with initial budget should be 
submitted.  

• Justify choice of country, location and venue. Comment on how easy is to arrive 
at the venue. Include hotel information, facilities, room rate, and ability to stay 3 
days before / after the conference at the same rate. Compare, if needed, with other 
hotels in the same location / area – the GC should approach a few. 

• Easy access to the venue / conference location/hotel is of at most importance! The 
proposal should include airport information (provide web addresses) and how to 
get to the venue from different European cities, at least.  

• The conference time frame should be in late June (unless conference overlap and 
extenuating circumstances force different dates). The norm, thus far, has been 
Tuesday to Friday, with Tuesday reserved for Workshops and Tutorials.  

• The budget must be as realistic as possible. 
 
Note that: 

• The GC is responsible to secure IEEE CSS and RAS Technical Co-Sponsorship 
and also apply for proceedings acquisition, subsequently receiving from IEEE the 
Letter of Acquisition (LOA) – this is the agreement for including the MED 
papers (proceedings) in ieeexplore. 



• The venue selection and negotiations with the hotel / conference center is crucial. 
Food and beverage costs should be discussed before signing the contract and if 
the Gala Dinner and Welcome Reception are part of the contract, prices must be 
negotiated in advance.  

• A smooth registration process is very important – knowledge of how to use 
https://controls.papercept.net is highly recommended. 

• If a loan from the MCA is needed for hotel down-payment and initial expenses 
before registration income are collected, the MCA can provide such a loan upon 
a justified request. However, the GC should try to ‘delay’ the schedule of hotel 
payments in the contract as much as possible so that such payments can be made 
with registration income. 

• Publicity has become an integral part of attracting participants. As such, the 
location and the ‘social agenda’ are becoming increasingly important – in 
addition to the technical agenda. The more we offer to the participants the better 
attendance we will enjoy. There are many competing conferences that try to 
attract the same ‘technical audience and participants’.  

• The conference web page should be populated with useful information, not only 
technical, but also information about what the location and country offers. 

• The Call for Papers must be ready to be distributed in the previous year 
conference and must be published in databases so that potential authors are aware 
of the important dates. 

• Potential advertisement places: IEEE Control Systems Magazine, Robotics and 
Automation Magazine, e-letter (IEEE CSS). Also the MED mailing list available 
from papercept. E-mails must emphasize attractive features of the technical 
program (plenaries etc.) and of the venue. IEEE support and acquisition of the 
proceedings by IEEE (papers appearing in Xplore) must be emphasized. 
Websites of the supporting IEEE Societies must appear in the MED conference 
web page. 

• It is recommended that the MED conference should include tutorial sessions and 
workshops, panel discussions, poster sessions, exhibits, all in addition to regular 
contributed and invited technical sessions. 

• Financial details: Registration must be set through https://controls.papercept.net. 
Advance and online registration must always be online; even on-site registration 
now requires that each individual has a PIN and Password to log in into the 
system and register. In this way, all credit card processing issues are bypassed, 
registration processing fees are minimized, and tax/VAT issues are handled by 
the system. Transfer of funds to the MCA account in Cyprus must be done once 
or twice, to also minimize costs of currency exchange. 

 
The Program Chair (PC) manages the technical program of the conference. The PC is 
responsible to assemble the final technical program (regular sessions, invited sessions, 
Tutorials, Workshops, posters, etc.), which must be of the highest technical quality, and 
greatest technical and educational value to the conference participants.  

• The PC, in collaboration with the GC if needed, appoints the members of the 
International Program Committee (IPC). According to previous MED conference 
statistics, the usual number of submitted papers ranges from 300-400; hence, the 



number of IPC members should be around 30-40. There exists a comprehensive 
list of previous IPC members the PC may take advantage of. Several members of 
the IPC should be well known researchers, known to the IEEE co-sponsoring 
societies (CSS, RAS), members of Technical Committees, etc.  

• The PC is responsible for sending out reminder letters to reviewers and authors, as 
well as acceptance and rejection letters. 

• The PC, in coordination with the GC, prepares the CFP.  
• The PC works with the GC to decide about the choice of plenary speakers.  
• The submission and review process is done through https://controls.papercept.net. 

The PC should be able to use the Papercept web application to manage the review 
process.  

• MED aims for quality papers. Although previous conference acceptance rates 
have been around 65%, aim for the best papers, adjusting as needed, depending on 
the conference venue space available.  

• Each paper should be reviewed by at least three reviewers so to obtain at least two 
solid reviews – this must be enforced. Supporting societies usually have a close 
look at the paper review process. 

 
Note that: 

• The PC must be familiar with the Papercept online system. 
• All letters must be annually updated to reflect correct MED conference 

information. 
• Keywords are crucial to the review process. Insist on each submitted paper having 

up to five (5) keywords. This will facilitate building the technical sessions. 
• The PC must choose the Associate Editors (AEs), IPC members, who will 

coordinate paper reviews. Assuming selection of 30-40 AEs, on average, each AE 
will handle about 10 papers.  

• The PC must be in touch with all AEs to guarantee timely decisions for paper 
accept/reject. If needed, reminder letters must be sent to the AEs and also to the 
reviewers. 

• Given the paper review process time-frame, the PC must build a ‘buffer’ to 
accommodate papers with insufficient reviews, etc., without changing the CFP 
deadlines. 

• While preparing the final technical program, accepted papers with a high 
probability of ‘no show’ should be placed at the end of their session to minimize 
disruption. 

• Use the Papercept Tools to find and correct conflicts in scheduling papers, 
Session Chair assignments, etc. Run this option until no problems are found. 

• Invite and confirm Session Chairs. One way to avoid problems is to assign 
Session Chairs from the authors of accepted papers in the session. 

• The submission site is set up with the help of Papercept. 
 
Note that the Program Chair should work with the Publications Chair and Dr. Pradeep 
Misra who manages https://controls.papercept.net to make sure that accepted papers have 



passed all compliance tests and are stamped, before Digital Proceedings production and 
subsequent submission to IEEE (as indicated by publishing guidelines in the LOA).  
 
The Invited and Special Sessions Chair manages all invited, tutorial and other special  
sessions and s/he is responsible to reach out to potential invited session organizers asking 
them to organize sessions in topics of specific interest to the audience or ‘hot topics’ 
within the CSS. Invited session organizers are then responsible to solicit papers from 
specific authors. Invited session organizers should be authorities in their respective field. 
The Invited and Special Sessions Chair should correspond with potential organizers and 
should strongly encourage them to organize invited sessions. Note that invited papers are 
reviewed as regular, contributed, papers. 
 
The Workshop Chair manages Workshops that take place the day before the three day 
conference starts. Workshops may be half-day or full-day. It is recommended to identify 
and contact respected and leading authorities in specific fields to offer such Workshops. 
Submitted Workshop proposals are reviewed by the Workshop Chair in coordination with 
the PC. Note that Workshops in topics of major interest to MED participants result in a 
better attended conference. As such, it is very important to publicize on the conference 
web the Workshops, as early as possible, not waiting until all the regular papers are 
reviewed. 
 
The main responsibility of the Publicity Chair is to create the MED website and assist in 
publicizing the conference in a way that promotes attendance. Web design is important 
and it should be attractive emphasizing attributes of the venue and country the conference 
takes place. Further, the Publicity Chair, after paper decisions are made, works with the 
PC to publicize the Technical Program and details related to it. The Publicity Chair works 
closely with all other organizing committee members. 
 
Note that: 

• The creation and maintenance of the conference website is crucial to the 
conference. Links to the sponsoring (MCA) and cosponsoring (IEEE CSS, RAS) 
organizations’ websites should be provided.  

• It is essential for the web site to be operational as soon as possible before the 
MED conference of the previous year.  

• Posting of new, conference related, material on the conference web site on a 
regular basis is also of importance. Links to websites of previous MED 
conferences should be provided. 

• The Publicity Chair should use selected mailing lists available from past MED 
conferences and other related events for information dissemination. 

• The Publicity Chair promotes the conference through appropriate IEEE and non-
IEEE publications and other news media as well as through placement of 
advertising material at other related conferences. 

 
The Publication Chair is in charge of the conference publications (the book of Abstracts 
and the e- Proceedings). S/he is responsible for the preparation and production of the 
Book of Abstracts and the Digital Proceedings (mainly USB flash memory sticks) that 



will be produced and be distributed to attendees. Most importantly, the Publication Chair 
is responsible to send to IEEE the original files of the papers to appear on Xplore, 
following IEEE rules and regulations. 
 
Note that the Publications Chair should work with Dr. Pradeep Misra who manages 
https://controls.papercept.net to make sure that accepted papers have passed all 
compliance tests and are stamped, before Digital Proceedings production and subsequent 
submission to IEEE (as indicated by publishing guidelines in the LOA).  
 
The responsibilities of the Registration and Finance Chair (one or two positions) are 
absolutely essential to the success of the conference. Duties include: 

• Carrying out all financial policies that have been approved by the GC ensuring 
that the conference operates within the proposed/approved budget. 

• Approving and signing all conference related bills and monitoring expenses. 
• Knowledge of the online system to create automatically name badges, receipts, 

etc., for each registered attendee. 
• Collaboration with the GC and PC to make sure that each accepted paper is 

accompanied by a registration – only papers registered authors should appear in 
the proceedings. In fact the final version of an accepted paper can be uploaded 
only after the author has registered (this is the current procedure in all the major 
conferences).  

 
Note that it is strongly recommended that the Registration Chair is a person who has 
previously used Papercept. This is because registration is handled by Papercept. 
 
The responsibilities of the Local Arrangements Chair center on handling local, hotel 
related needs like A/V, Food and Beverage (F&B), transportation, assisting in hotel 
reservations, local publicity, hospitality, and social activities.  
 
 
 
Accompanied documentation:  
Sample Call For Papers (24th MED, 2016); sample budget (upon request). 



24th MEDITERRANEAN CONFERENCE ON CONTROL AND AUTOMATION 
http://www.med2016.org  

JUNE 21-24, 2016 
DIVANI CARAVEL HOTEL 

ATHENS, GREECE, GR-16121 
 
INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Joseba Quevedo, Chair 
Abdel Aitouche   Stjepan Bogdan 
Giuseppe Conte   Theodore E. Djaferis    
Laura Giarré   Ahmed El Hajjaji    
Petros Ioannou   Frank Lewis  
Didier Maquin    Victor Fernando Muñoz 
Zalman J. Palmor   Vassilis Petridis 
Marios Polycarpou   Dominique Sauter     
Antonio Tornambe    Zoran Vukic 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE – GREECE    
Petros Groumpos, Chair 
Zoe Doulgeri   Spilios Fassois  
Elias Kosmatopoulos   Olga Kosmidou 
Kostas Kyriakopoulos   Evangelos Papadopoulos  
George Rovithakis   Nikos Tsourveloudis   
Chryssostomos Stylios   George Papageorgiou  
GENERAL CHAIRS 
Panos J. Antsaklis, University of Notre Dame 
antsaklis.1@nd.edu 
Kimon P. Valavanis, University of Denver 
kimon.valavanis@du.edu  
PROGRAM CHAIRS 
Didier Theilliol, University of Lorraine  
Didier.Theilliol@univ-lorraine.fr   
Anthony Tzes, University of Patras 
tzes@ece.upatras.gr  
VICE-PROGRAM CHAIRS 
George Nikolakopoulos, Luleå U of Technology 
geonik@ltu.se  
Horst Schulte, HTW Berlin  
horst.schulte@htw-berlin.de  
INVITED AND SPECIAL SESSION CHAIR  
Antonios Tsourdos, Cranfield University  
a.tsourdos@cranfield.ac.uk 
TUTORIAL AND WORKSHOP CHAIR   
Matthew J. Rutherford, University of Denver 
mjr@cs.du.edu  
LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS CHAIR 
Kostas Tzafestas, National Technical University of 
Athens - ktzaf@cs.ntua.gr 
PUBLICATIONS CHAIR 
George Fourlas, Technological Educational 
Institute of Central Greece - gfourlas@teiste.gr  
PUBLICITY CHAIR  
Maja Matijasevic, University of Zagreb 
maja.matijasevic@fer.hr  
REGISTRATION AND FINANCE CHAIR  
Dina Fragkedaki, University of Denver 
fragkedaki@gmail.com   
 

 
 
Mediterranean Control Association Information:  
www.med-control.org  
MCA Previous Conferences Information:  
http://med-control.org/index_Conferences.php  

The 24th Mediterranean Conference on Control and Automation, MED'16, is returning to Athens, Greece, 
and the luxurious Divani Caravel Hotel (http://www.divanicaravel.gr). Athens is a metropolitan and 
cosmopolitan city, the capital of Greece, the birth place of Democracy, the city with the worldwide known 
“Acropolis and Parthenon”, with the world famous Theater of Herodes Atticus and the marble stadium where 
the first modern times Olympic Games took place in 1896, home of Socrates, Plato, Pericles (Golden Age), 
and home of the 2004 Olympic Games. Athens is both an “ancient” and a “modern” city, in which visitors 
can walk safely and enjoy the rich, almost 5,000 year old, history it has to offer. For information about 
Greece, see: www.visitgreece.gr or http://greeklandscapes.com.  

The theme of MED’16 centers on control and automation challenges and opportunities in the 21st 
century and on control of autonomous systems. MED’16 spans four full days. June 21 is devoted to 
Tutorials and Workshops, followed by the three day technical conference on June 22-24. The conference, 
through its technical program and keynote presentations, will provide a unique opportunity for the academic, 
research and industrial community to address new challenges, share solutions and discuss future research 
directions. A broad range of topics is proposed, following current trends of combining control and systems 
theory with hardware/software and communication technologies, as well as new developments in robotics 
and mechatronics, autonomous systems, unmanned systems, cyber physical systems, network controlled 
systems, with the goal of strengthening cooperation of control and automation scientists with industry. 
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: 

Adaptive Control   
Aerospace Control 
Agents/Agent-based Systems 
Autonomous Systems  
Autonomy 
Biologically Inspired Systems 
Computational Intelligence 
Computer Aided Control System Design 
Computer Controlled Systems 
Communication Systems 
Cooperative Systems Control 
Cyber Physical Systems 
Decentralized Control 
Digital Control Systems 
Discrete Event Dynamic Systems 
Distributed Parameter Systems 
Disturbance Rejection 
Education and Training 
Embedded Control Systems 

Energy Efficient Systems                                   
Event-Based Systems 
Fault-tolerant Control                                          
Formation Control                                               
Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Control                          
Genetic and Evolutionary Computation              
Hybrid Systems                                                  
Image Processing                                    
 Industrial Automation, Manufacturing                   
Integrated Control and Diagnostics                      
Intelligent Control                    
Intelligent Transportation Systems                       
Linear Systems                                                     
Marine Control                                                      
Mechatronic Systems 
Modeling and Simulation                                      
Network Controlled Systems                                
Neural Networks                                                   
Non-linear Systems                                              

Optimization 
Petri Nets 
Power Systems 
Predictive control 
Process control 
Prognostics and Diagnostics 
Real-time Control 
Robotics 
Robotic Teams  
Robust Control 
SmartGrid 
Soft Computing 
Spectral Estimation 
Swarms 
System Identification 
Uncertain Systems 
Unmanned Systems 
Verification and Validation 
Virtual and Augmented Reality 

IMPORTANT DATES/DEADLINES 
February 1, 2016:  Full Papers / Invited Sessions / Tutorial Proposals Due 
April 15, 2016:   Acceptance / Rejection Notification 
May 6, 2016:   Upload Final, Camera Ready Papers 
April 15 – May 6, 2016:  Early Registration 

PAPER SUBMISSION 
The Program Chairs are soliciting contributed technical papers for presentation at the Conference and 
publication in the Conference Digital Proceedings. All papers must be submitted and uploaded 
electronically. Go to https://contols.papercept.net. Click on the link “Submit a Contribution to MED’16” and 
follow the steps. The paper format must follow IEEE paper submission rules, two-column format using 12 
point fonts, Times New Roman. The maximum number of pages per submitted paper is 6. Up to two 
additional pages will be permitted for a charge of 100 € per additional page. Illustrations and references 
are included in the page count. Invited and Special Sessions: Proposals for invited and special sessions 
by topic of interest must be submitted and uploaded electronically. A Summary Statement describing the 
motivation and relevance of the proposed session, invited paper titles and author names must be uploaded 
electronically by February 1, 2016. In addition, authors must submit FULL versions of invited papers 
electronically, through https://contols.papercept.net. Each such paper must be marked as 'Invited Session 
Paper'. Workshops – Tutorials: Proposals for workshops - tutorials should contain the title of the session, 
the list of speakers, and extended summaries (2000 words) of their presentations. Proposals must be sent 
by e-mail to the Tutorial and Workshop Chair by February 1, 2016. Paper Review Process: All submitted 
papers will undergo a peer review process coordinated by the Program Chairs, Advisory Committee 
Members, IPC members and qualified reviewers. Authors will be notified of results at the latest by April 15, 
2016. Accepted papers must be uploaded electronically no later than May 6, 2016. Authors are 
encouraged to accompany their presentations with multimedia material (i.e., videos), which will be included 
in the Conference Digital Proceedings. Conference Proceedings will be acquired by IEEE and they appear 
in IEEE Xplore. For information and details about the Conference, contact by e-mail the General or 
Program Chairs, or visit the conference website at http://www.med2016.org.  


